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Occupation during and after the War
(Germany)

By Joachim Schröder and Alexander Watson

This article studies Germany’s experiences of occupation during and immediately after the

First World War. The first section examines the French attack on Alsace-Lorraine in August

1914 and the Russian invasions of East Prussia from August 1914 until March 1915. The

second section focuses on the Franco-Belgian occupation of the Ruhr in 1923-1925 and the

Allied occupation in the Rhineland up to 1930. The article highlights how Germans’

experiences and memory of occupation helped to mobilise them in wartime and contributed

to fuelling a sense of aggrieved injustice and turn to extreme nationalism in the conflict’s

aftermath.
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Citation

While imperial Germany’s aggression and occupation practices during the First World War have

been carefully studied, historians have devoted far less attention to the country’s own experiences of

being invaded and occupied. The Reich was, albeit much less severely than other continental

powers, invaded early in hostilities. In the west, the French army advanced into Alsace-Lorraine in

mid-August 1914. It was ejected a week later, holding only a small and unimportant border strip

throughout the conflict. The Russian army’s assaults on East Prussia, Germany’s most north-

easterly province, were more serious. Two invasions took place from August to September 1914

and from November 1914 to February 1915, and only in March 1915 were the last tsarist troops,

men from a raiding force which had briefly occupied the town of Memel (today Klaipėda), evicted

from German soil. These attacks, although now forgotten, entailed heavy fighting, caused much

civilian suffering, and made a powerful impression on Germans. They appeared to confirm the

government’s claim that the Reich had been forced into a righteous war of defence. The German

public was shocked by floods of refugees and stories of vicious atrocities committed by enemy

armies. The invasions were a national trauma, which shaped popular understanding of why the

conflict had to be fought and contributed to mobilising Germans for war.

The First World War began with offensives on all fronts. The German army’s lightning attack through

Belgium and into northern France, which was designed to encircle and defeat the Republic’s army

within six weeks, is only the most infamous. The French and Russian armies too began the conflict

with coordinated strategies of attack. The French opened their campaign with a short assault by one

corps into Alsace on 7 August, and one week later two French armies advanced into Alsace and

Lorraine with the aim of disrupting the German offensive further north. In the east, the Russians

launched a simultaneous assault with two armies on East Prussia, which was intended to draw off

German strength from the Western Front and capture the province, opening the way for an invasion

into the Reich. Both plans failed. The French met strong, entrenched forces and were quickly

repulsed. The Russians, although they posed a threat sufficient to cause two German corps to be

transferred from the Western to the Eastern Front, were also defeated. One of their invading armies

was famously encircled and destroyed by a German force under General Paul von Hindenburg

(1847-1934) at Tannenberg in the last days of August. These defenders then expelled the other army

from East Prussia by mid-September. Germany thus avoided decisive defeat and deep invasion in

1914.[1]

For the Reich’s population, this was extremely fortunate, for the relatively small areas which fell

under enemy occupation suffered not only through the fighting but also from “atrocities” perpetrated

by enemy soldiers. Contemporary international law, as laid down in the 1907 Hague Convention,

The Invasions of Germany, 1914-1915
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imposed a number of obligations on invading forces, including the protection of populations’ lives and

property, and prohibited collective punishments and the attack and bombardment of “undefended”

places. In neither east nor west were these rules consistently followed by soldiers or commanders.

The Russian army’s conduct during its August and September 1914 attack on Germany has been

most thoroughly researched. While historians once believed that the “Cossack terror” was a myth,

recent studies have found evidence of considerable violence against civilians.[2] The tsar’s army

killed 1,500 non-combatants during its invasions of East Prussia, the vast majority in this early

campaign. The bloodshed was equivalent to that perpetrated at around the same time by the

German military against Belgian and French civilians: fatalities were, proportionate to the size of the

invasion zones’ populations, identical.[3] Other forms of violence and repression, including hostage-

taking, curfews and “contributions” (collective fines on towns), also seen in the west, were used by

the Russian military in East Prussia. Although it was forbidden and they were punished severely

when caught, tsarist troops looted widely and committed hundreds of rapes. Horrendous physical

destruction was suffered by the province. 41,414 buildings were demolished and another 60,000

damaged, most in fighting, but some through deliberate punishments and reprisals. Overall, three-

fifths of the province’s small towns and a quarter of its villages and farms were partially or totally

ruined.[4]

The French army’s invasion of Alsace-Lorraine in August 1914 is far less well-studied. The

province’s inhabitants certainly suffered violence at the hands of the German army, which believed

them to be traitorously taking part in the fighting.[5] Recently, however, indications that the French

military may also have fought the campaign less than cleanly have come to light. There were units

which massacred civilians considered suspicious or treacherous, although how typical such brutality

was is still unclear due to lack of research. A French War Ministry order of 22 August 1914

instructing troops to conduct arrests and deportations has survived, indicating that higher authorities

were prepared to sanction some actions of dubious legality.[6] German authorities subsequently

found that many state, community and church officials had been taken hostage and estimated that

over 3,000 women, children, youths and old men were deported or evacuated from Alsace-Lorraine

during the war. The French army was accused – whether justifiably or not is unclear – of what

amounted to ethnic cleansing; a deliberate attempt to weed out pro-Reich elements from an

indigenous populace that was assumed to be naturally Francophile.[7]

The violence and repression on Germany’s eastern and western borders was motivated by four

interrelated factors. First, armies embarked on their campaigns primed to meet civilian resistance.

The Russian military used ethnicity as a marker for reliability and its peacetime studies predicted

German civilians’ hostility.[8] The French army expected the Alsace-Lorraine population to be

friendly, but feared pro-German elements in the province. Second, on both fronts, fluid and bloody

fighting disorientated troops and appeared to confirm these expectations. Unable to see camouflaged

enemies armed with smokeless munitions, soldiers frequently assumed that inhabitants were

ambushing them, spying or guiding opponents’ fire. These delusions became especially acute in
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military crises such as the Russians’ September retreat. Third, poor discipline not only made

conscripts vulnerable to panic but, at least in East Prussia, also helps to account for plundering and

sexual assaults. Finally, although the violence began with troops lashing out and junior and middle-

ranking officers ordering bloody reprisals, the repression was later sanctioned by higher commands,

despite its illegality.[9] The French War Ministry’s deportation order offers one example. The Russian

commander-in-chief, Nikolai Nikolaevich, Grand Duke of Russia (1856–1929), was even more

ruthless in East Prussia, ordering, on 2 September, that “complete destruction” should befall

habitations whose populations shot at his men.[10]

The invasions at the war’s opening brought German territory under enemy control for at most a few

weeks. The Russian army’s second invasion of East Prussia in November 1914, by contrast,

resulted in an occupation of the easterly fifth of the province for three and a half months. The tsarist

military administered the conquered territory directly, and, unlike in August and September, did not

use East Prussian officials or appoint German civilians to assist. Most inhabitants were evacuated

before the invasion. Probably fewer than 40,000 remained.[11] The tsarist army gave them food and

medical care and, as during the summer, punished soldiers caught stealing or raping. Nonetheless,

conditions during the occupation were harsh. Inhabitants were carefully controlled, in some cases

forced to move domicile and had their property requisitioned. The territory was looted, not just by

individual soldiers but systematically and thoroughly by Russian military commanders.[12]

The worst aspect of the occupation was the mass deportations. These were not wholly novel: in the

summer invasion, the Russians had arrested thousands of men of military age. Some had been held

because they were suspected of resisting the invaders, others were drafted with their carts to assist

the force’s supply columns and many had been taken simply to deny manpower to the opposing

army. However, in the winter of 1914-1915, the deportations were far more extensive. By one official

estimate, over 30 percent of inhabitants still present in the north and centre of the occupation zone

were removed.[13] In some places, the Russians again took only military-aged men but frequently

they forced entire communities, including 4,000 women and 2,500 children, into the interior of the

tsar’s empire. These deportations were part of larger population movements motivated by military

security paranoia that took place simultaneously in Russia’s war zones and western provinces.

Jews in Galicia and the Pale of Settlement and Muslims on the Caucasian Front were forcibly

removed. Most notably, at around the same time as the deportations from East Prussia began,

Russia’s own ethnic Germans were also transferred eastwards by the army.[14] Most East Prussian

deportees were transported in terrible conditions, without adequate food or heating. Even in their

places of internment on the Volga, or between the Volga and the Urals, survival was difficult. More

than 13,000 East Prussians were deported by the Russians in 1914-1915, of whom over 4,000,

around one-third of the total, died.[15]

Occupation and Deportations, November 1914 – February 1915
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The invasions of 1914-1915 shocked Germany’s population. Stories, true and exaggerated, of the

violence perpetrated by the Russian army in particular circulated the Reich from late August 1914.

They were disseminated through three channels. Refugees were one important source. In the first

invasion, 800,000 East Prussians were displaced, tens of thousands of whom travelled across the

Vistula into the interior of Germany. At the start of the second attack, 250,000 East Prussian civilians

and tens of thousands of military-aged men from other eastern provinces were evacuated and

dispersed across the country.[16] Soldiers in the war zone, many of whom came from outside the

province, also circulated real and imagined atrocity accounts. Newspapers too were influential,

reporting extensively and largely accurately on tsarist troops’ conduct in occupied territories. The

invasions, although they directly affected only a small part of Reich territory, were widely understood

as violations of the entire nation, and generated powerful emotions of fear, outrage and national

solidarity. The close identification felt in the country for the plight of the province and its peoples was

expressed in the success of the “Ostpreußenhilfe” (“East Prussia Aid”) charity appeal, which

collected over 12 million marks.[17]

The invasions’ impact on Germany was profound. The memories and myths that surrounded them

helped to shape the national war effort. The Russians’ “atrocities” were exploited by official

propaganda throughout hostilities as a warning of the horror that defeat could bring and proof of the

need to hold out.[18] The gratitude felt by Germans to the victor of Tannenberg, Paul von Hindenburg,

for “saving” the nation in 1914 laid the foundations for a personality cult that ultimately propelled this

soldier to the leadership of Germany’s war effort in 1916-1918 and to the presidency of the Weimar

Republic in 1925-1934.[19] For East Prussia, the invasions were a seminal moment of integration into

the Reich. The solidarity that Germans displayed to this distant province was repaid during the 1920

plebiscite in its Polish dialect-speaking Masurian south, when 98 percent of votes cast rejected the

option to join the newly established Poland. The memory of the invasions remained potent in the

province throughout the inter-war period. Only with another invasion of far greater brutality in the

Second World War, and the destruction of East Prussia itself, did the suffering of 1914-1918

disappear into obscurity.[20]

For many years, the history of military occupations in the Rhine and Ruhr areas after 1918 was

mostly understood in the context of the Franco-German reparations dispute and French foreign and

security policy. Up until the 1950s, distinctly national points of view regarding the Versailles post-war

order and the Allied reparations policy predominated. The German side mainly recognized

"Versailles" as a synonym for ruthless French power politics, which had done irreparable harm to the

young republic. From the French perspective, "Versailles" chiefly represented the failure of a

sustainable security policy. Against the backdrop of the even greater catastrophe of the Second

Aftermath: Meaning and Memory

Occupation of the Rhineland and Ruhrgebiet (1918-1930)
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World War, the prevailing opinion was that even though the negotiated peace treaty was painful for

Germany, it was nonetheless in the end a bearable compromise which offered plenty of room for the

country’s successful and peaceful development. It was conceded that the former "peace makers"

very likely had little chance to maneuver given the enormous upheavals and turmoil that had been

caused by the First World War.[21] In opposition to this still-predominant interpretation – which

primarily aims to work out the opportunities that the Versailles post-war order presented despite all

the obstacles – a new perspective has recently emerged. It places the hitherto largely ignored

military occupation policy itself and the confrontations between the population in the occupied

territories and the occupiers in the foreground. Moreover, it investigates the dispositions of the former

protagonists, which effectively hindered the former enemies’ reconciliation. This approach not only

concludes that the war in many respects persisted in the minds of the inhabitants of the Allied-

occupied Rhineland and the Ruhr areas. It also finds that the occupation experience of the French

and the Belgians during the war was decisive in shaping occupation policy.[22] On the German side,

the occupation was perceived as a national disgrace. What is more, it promoted German nationalism

and strengthened the desire for a revision (even by force) of the Versailles post-war order, especially

in the manner advocated by the Nazis.[23]

Earlier French efforts to establish the Rhine as a future military frontier of Germany were increasingly

stifled after the military defeat in 1870. However, following the outbreak of the First World War, the

demand to strip the areas west of the Rhine from the (generally thought to be harmful) influence of

Prussia found new advocates, particularly among France’s military and political leadership. Opinions

nonetheless differed widely as to just how the "Rhineland question" should be solved, whether, for

instance, in the form of annexation, neutralization, the creation of an autonomous region, or a

permanent military occupation. The French commander, Ferdinand Foch (1851-1929) pointed out the

need to occupy the left bank of the Rhine to Prime Minister Georges Clemenceau (1841-1929) in

October 1918. He demanded that the Rhine first be established as the western border of Germany

and then, at a minimum, as a military frontier. France’s uncompromising demands, however, were

met with resistance from Great Britain and the USA.

In the ceasefire agreement from 11 November 1918, the settlement of the Rhineland question was

set aside. It merely provided for the Allied occupation of the left bank of the Rhine and three

"bridgeheads" near Cologne, Mainz, and Koblenz. The German troops were forced to withdraw

behind a ten kilometer wide neutral zone along the right bank of the Rhine. During the negotiation of

the Treaty of Versailles, France had to forgo any additional ideas it had in the Rhineland question and

finally accept a compromise. To meet the French need for security, the US and Great Britain

promised France military support in the event of a German attack. In return, the occupation of the

Rhineland was limited to fifteen years. Four occupation zones were established, which were to be

vacated by the Allied forces at different time intervals (i.e. five, ten, and fifteen years). The smallest

zones were left to the British (Cologne and the surrounding districts) and the Americans (Koblenz

Rhine Frontier, French Security Policy, and the Treaty of Versailles
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and the surrounding districts), with the US surrendering its area to the French in 1923. A failure on

the part of the German government to uphold its contractual obligations would result in an extension

of the occupation. The goal of the occupation was, on the one hand, to achieve military protection

against Germany, and, on the other, to secure collateral for the German reparations.[24]

At the beginning of the occupation of the Rhineland, the French army alone had about 95,000 soldiers

(including about 20,000 from its colonies). When the Treaty of Versailles came into force in January

1920, the initially purely military administration was replaced by an Allied civilian administration, the

Haute Commission Interalliée of Territoires Rhénanes ("Inter-Allied Rhineland High Commission").

Its headquarters were located in Koblenz and it was led, until its dissolution in 1930, by Paul Tirard

(1879-1945). Tirard was a top French official who had acquired considerable experience in building

administrations in the Protectorate of Morocco and the recovered Alsace-Lorraine. In the High

Commission, all occupying powers were represented by a commissioner. France, however, typically

had the final say on matters. This was especially true once the US left the commission in 1923, and

also given that the Belgian commissioner was usually in agreement with Tirard.[25]

During the purely military occupation, the generals attempted to exploit Francophile, separatist

tendencies in the Rhineland and the Palatinate and thereby bring about a fait accompli. They did not

succeed, however, as separatist tendencies were only weakly represented in the local population.

Tirard, by contrast, pursued a policy of "peaceful penetration." France was to win over the population

of the occupied territories by means of cultural events and a range of special benefits. The

occupation soldiers were instructed to appear evenhanded and friendly towards the population. This

policy, however, was repeatedly thwarted, whether it was because of aggressive behavior on the

part of the occupiers, confrontations between the military and the civilian population, or German

actions against the occupation authorities and individual soldiers. An ongoing point of contention was

the use of colonial troops, which the Germans considered to be a provocation and especially

demeaning. Children born from liaisons between German women and black occupation soldiers

were discriminated against as “Rhineland bastards.” Nationalist racists saw them as a threat to the

“white race,” while under the Nazi regime hundreds of young people were sterilized. During the

French occupation, the arguments about the allegedly unique brutality of the colonial troops were

expressed in the racist campaign against the so-called “black humiliation” (“Schwarze

Schmach”).[26]

Tirard's policy of "peaceful penetration," however, was complicated by the escalation of the

reparations dispute that began in 1921. This ultimately led to the military occupation of the industrial

heart of Germany, the Ruhr Valley, in January 1923. The military occupation was used as leverage

in the reparations dispute for the first time when the London Schedule of Payments (the “London

Occupation Administration, Separatism, and “Peaceful Penetration”

The Allied Occupation and the Reparations Dispute: The "Ruhr Uprising” of 1923
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ultimatum”) was established in the spring of 1921. To lend the Allies’ reparations demands additional

weight, French troops occupied Düsseldorf and Duisburg on 8 March 1921. This development was

followed by a week-long governmental crisis and civil unrest in Germany. To the conservative and

right-wing opponents of the Weimar Republic, the German government’s acceptance of the London

ultimatum in May 1921 was grist for the mill. It further legitimized the so-called “Dolchstoßlegende”

(stab-in-the-back myth) and fueled propaganda concerning Germany’s innocence in the First World

War.[27]

In the eyes of French politicians and military officials, the occupation of the Ruhr offered several

advantages. Firstly, they saw the opportunity to finally force Germany to pay reparations. They also

hoped to be able to enforce the aforementioned long-term plans to achieve permanent protection

against Germany. The way for the occupation of the Ruhr was paved over the course of 1922. It was

based on the French government’s conviction – which Raymond Poincaré (1860-1934) first put

forward in January 1922 – that Germany had willfully delayed reparation payments, despite being at

full productive capacity. When the new German Chancellor Wilhelm Cuno (1876-1933) clearly

steered toward a collision course in November 1922, the French government decided to take action.

On 26 December 1922, the Allied Reparations Commission determined that Germany was in arrears

with its payments. Until Germany abandoned its delay tactics, the French government announced,

the raw materials and industry of the Ruhr would serve the Allies as "productive collateral." To benefit

from these forms of "collateral," a commission of French and Belgian engineers was sent to the Ruhr

area on 11 January 1923 – along with 45,000 soldiers, who officially served as "protection." Within

days, nearly the entire Ruhr valley was occupied. The number of occupation soldiers quickly rose to

100,000 men.[28]

Military resistance would have provoked an obvious escalation of the conflict. What’s more, it had no

chance of success due to the actual balance of power. The German government therefore called on

the population to take up "passive resistance." The occupiers were to be prevented from using the

industrial area as "productive collateral." Whoever became unemployed from participating in the

passive resistance would receive compensation from the government for the loss of income. This

policy was mainly financed by the new money that Germany repeatedly put into circulation. At the

same time, it also led to ever-increasing inflation and veritable hyperinflation.

Almost 32,000 civil servants (and almost 100,000 of their dependents) were expelled by the

occupation authorities because they refused to cooperate with the “enemy.” Another focus of the

passive resistance was the transportation blockade, which frustrated the occupying power’s desire

to transport coal to France and Belgium. It was only able to get the idle railway into operation again

with the help of its own engineers. Still, the strategy of passive resistance was not implemented

everywhere. Some industrialists continued to produce or even collaborated with the occupiers.

Others took advantage of the suspension of transportation to undertake long overdue repairs or

The Shadow of World War: Passive Resistance, Violence, and Propaganda
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repair work. This modernization formed the basis of the economic boom that occurred after 1924.

The primary losers of the Ruhr occupation were the workers: real wages fell, and companies

exploited the general crisis to suspend the rights that had been won in the November Revolution.[29]

There was also violent active resistance in the form of sabotage and assassination attempts. This

was mostly driven by radical right-wing, nationalist groups, some of which were supported by the

Reichswehr. French and Belgian troops responded with force, setting into motion a downward spiral

of violence. Militant, right-wing groups also responded violently to German "collaborators," with the

silent assent of the police. Some of these groups did not even shy away from carrying out

lynchings.[30] Numerous "Ruhr fighters" were sentenced by the military courts of the occupying

power. The most famous among them was the former First World War officer and Freikorps fighter

Albert Leo Schlageter (1894-1923). He was sentenced by a French military court to death and shot

on 26 May 1923. Schlageter was celebrated as a martyr by nationalist and conservative segments

of the population. To many, he was the last casualty of the First World War. The Nazis later

described their executed comrade as the "first fallen soldier of the Third Reich." Many of the militant

nationalist "Ruhr fighters” would come together again later in the SA or the SS.

In general, the Rhineland occupation and the Ruhr struggle ("Ruhrkampf") signified the profoundly

asymmetrical perceptions on both sides of the Rhine. The French government always emphasized

the "peaceful nature" of the occupation. However, the militaristic parading of troops, the

establishment of a well-functioning military administration, and the interventions into social and

economic life in the occupied territory contradicted this assertion.[31] Again and again, clashes

erupted between the occupiers and the occupied. According to contemporary estimates, by 1924

there were around 140 to 150 deaths among the civilian population in the occupied Ruhr and

Rhineland.[32] Similarly to in 1914-1918, a propaganda war was ignited in which neither side sought

to inquire objectively into specific cases, but rather only wanted to prove the legality of their own

position. Here, the French side found itself, as “occupiers”, very much on the defensive before an

international public. It also did not help that it referred in its propaganda to the hardly restrained

occupation practices of the Germans in Belgium and northern France during the First World War. But

the fronts had become entrenched and the deep-seated asymmetry in the perceptions of the two

sides was not to be shaken.[33]

The confrontational policy of the Reich government, which was ousted in the summer of 1923, led

Germany to the brink of disaster. Hyperinflation and social crisis, separatist impulses to secede in

the occupied territory, and plans by the radical left and right to overthrow the government all

endangered the existence of the young republic. Ultimately, the new government under Chancellor

Gustav Stresemann (1878-1929) was compelled to end the ruinous showdown with the former

wartime enemy on 26 September 1923. This initially led to another serious crisis, as the radical right

took advantage of the widespread national outrage over the "surrender" to France to make a putsch

The End of the Rhineland and Ruhr Occupation
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attempt in November 1923. This first bid by the Nazis to seize power failed, however. Instead, the

new Reich government managed to stabilize the economic and social situation. With the US taking a

leading role, a comprehensive revision of the reparations was undertaken in 1924 with the Dawes

Plan.

Nevertheless, the forced return to the negotiating table did not imply an immediate end to the

occupation. French and Belgian troops withdrew from the Ruhr Valley in 1925. The remaining areas

in the Rhineland were successively vacated in several stages and the French occupation was finally

brought to a premature end on 30 June 1930. At the same time, the one party that had promised the

most radical and aggressive revision of the Versailles post-war order – the National Socialists –

achieved a decisive breakthrough. Immediately after gaining power in 1933, they began to prepare

for their revenge. Accompanied by a massive propaganda effort, the Rhineland was remilitarized on

7 March 1936, foreshadowing the second “great war.”

Germany underwent violent and humiliating invasions and occupations both at the beginning and

after the end of the First World War. The Russian attacks on East Prussia in 1914-1915 were bloody

by contemporary standards, if not by those of the extraordinarily brutal totalitarian conflict fought

three decades later between Nazi Germany and Soviet Russia. Executions, massacres, rapes and

deportations were all perpetrated. The trauma of civilians in the war zone was transmitted across

Germany by refugees, soldiers and newspapers. Widespread fear, rage and indignation resulted,

which proved powerful in mobilising popular support for the war effort. A wave of solidarity swept the

Reich, and, after 1918, lived on in the form of a closer bond between East Prussians and other

Germans.

For many residents of the Rhineland, the Allied occupation was their first direct contact with enemy

soldiers. Hostilities flared up time and again. While the extent of the violence was certainly not

comparable to the occupations during the war, the conflicts – often exploited for propaganda

purposes – nonetheless exacerbated the already tense relationship between France and Germany

and stoked nationalist sentiments. When the tensions between the former enemies peaked in the

Ruhr conflict in 1923, it was clear that the war was still ongoing – if only in the minds of those

affected. Although it was possible to settle the differences of the two sides temporarily, the spirit of

revenge remained alive and well in Germany.

Alexander Watson, Goldsmiths, University of London

Joachim Schröder, Hochschule Düsseldorf
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